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RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS PARTNERS WITH TILE TO HELP TRAVELERS LOCATE THEIR LUGGAGE 
 

Global Luggage Conglomerate committed to deliver The Ultimate Travel Experience to its travelers 
with Tile, the world’s largest lost-and-found network 

 
 
Ricardo Beverly Hills, Inc., Kent, WA – April 2017 – Ricardo Beverly Hills, the Washington-based global luggage 

and travel accessories leader, is partnering with Tile Inc, a Silicon Valley-based smart location company to help 
protect travelers from the stresses of travel. This new partnership will mean enhanced travel services and peace of 

mind for travelers, knowing that their personal belongings can now be easily located. 
 

Travelers spend a lot of time waiting at the baggage carousel for their luggage to arrive. Some, especially weary 

travelers, wonder if their luggage even made it to the plane at all.  
 

“Knowing that your luggage traveled with you is a huge relief for many travelers and we are dedicated to bring 
them an enhanced travel experience”, said Robert Dodson, CEO of Ricardo Beverly Hills. “By placing a Tile in their 

checked luggage, travelers will be able to sit comfortably in the Arrivals area until their luggage arrives on the 
conveyor belt. All they need to do is fire up the Tile app and see if the luggage is within Bluetooth range. If it is, they 

can also ring it to make it easier to spot amongst other luggage of similar colors.” The Tile device can also be 
attached to other travel products as needed. 

 

Ricardo Beverly Hills is eager to bring smart location technology to Ricardo travelers with Tile, the world’s largest 
lost-and-found network that’s locating over two million items every day. 

 
“Travel can bring anxiety to travelers when it comes to their luggage,” said Scott Shillington, VP of Sales and Business 

Development at Tile. “We are happy to work with Ricardo Beverly Hills to provide travelers with increased peace of 
mind.” 

 
The Ricardo - Tile campaign will be launched via a two-prong strategy. It will be offered as a complimentary gift via 

select retailers and online at www.ricardobeverlyhills.com this fall (special rules apply). The Tile will also be available 

for purchase. 
 

 
-more- 

 
 

 

About Ricardo Beverly Hills 
Ricardo Beverly Hills, Inc. is a global leader specializing in the design, innovation, and marketing of luggage and 

travel accessories. The company is committed to deliver the best in luggage design through its proprietary brands 
RICARDO BEVERLY HILLS®, SKYWAY®, STEPHANIE JOHNSON® and AMERICAN EXPLORER® as well as private label 

and licensed brands. With a world-class global distribution spanning five continents and over 40 countries, the brands 
are available at major department stores, specialty stores, and online retailers in United States and worldwide. For 

more information, visit us at www.ricardobeverlyhills.com. Keep up with the ways Ricardo Beverly Hills is reimagining 

the travel landscape and be sure to follow us on social media.  
 

 

http://thetileapp.com/
http://www.ricardobeverlyhills.com/
https://www.ricardobeverlyhills.com/
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About Tile 
Tile gives everything the power of smart location. Tile's devices, network and mobile app work together to help 
people locate the things that matter to them most. Tile's global community spans 200 countries and territories and 

helps people locate more than two million items every day. The Tile Smart Location Platform makes it possible for 
other companies to embed location into their own products. The company is based in San Mateo, CA and backed by 

Bessemer Venture Partners, GGV Capital and Khosla Ventures. Tile is a top seller in retail stores and is sold online 
around the world. For more information please visit TheTileApp.com. 
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